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A novel design of broadband patch antenna is presented in this paper.The broadband property of the proposed antenna is achieved
by choosing a proper selection of dimensions and positions of slot and notch on the radiating patch.The bandwidth of the proposed
antenna is found to be 30.5% with operating frequency band from 1.56GHz to 2.12GHz. Antenna characteristics are observed for
different inclination angles “𝛼” and its effect on bandwidths is also reported. The maximum gain of the antenna is found to be
9.86 dBi and it achieves broadside radiation pattern in the direction of maximum radiation over the operating band.The proposed
antenna structure is simulated, fabricated, and tested for obtaining the desired performance.The simulated results are verified with
experimental results which are in good agreement.

1. Introduction

In last few years, microstrip patch antenna attracted con-
siderable amount of attention of researchers due to demand
of its large variety of applications in different fields such as
radar, aircraft, missiles, satellite communications, biomedical
telemetry, remote sensing, and different other wireless appli-
cations. However, the main limitation of the conventional
microstrip patch antenna is narrow bandwidth that restricts
its applications [1]. Due to this reason, serious efforts started
among the scientists, researchers, and designers to improve
the bandwidth of the patch antenna.The bandwidth improve-
ment is achieved by loading a different shape and size of slots
and notches on the patch or in the ground plane. There are
different other bandwidth enhancement techniques that are
also available, but this technique is simple in design and easy
in loading and improving bandwidth without increasing the
volume of the structures. Therefore, a number of papers have
been reported by the researchers for wireless applications
such as U-slot loaded rectangular microstrip antenna, L-
shaped slot loaded rectangular microstrip antenna, stepped
U-slot loaded rectangular microstrip antenna, and half
stepped U-slot loaded compact shorted square microstrip
antenna, and edge center-shorted square microstrip antenna
with stepped slot achieved bandwidth of 17.4%, 14.6%, 14.3%,
23.5%, and 17.3%, respectively [2], compact broadband slotted

rectangular microstrip antenna reported 26.7% bandwidth
[3], W-shaped patch antenna presented 36.7% bandwidth
[4], M-slot folded patch antenna provided 21.17% bandwidth
[5], E-H shaped microstrip patch antenna covered frequency
range from 1.76GHz to 2.38GHz which is equal to 30%
bandwidth [6], and V-slots corner notch loaded microstrip
patch antenna employed 51% bandwidth [7]. Further, several
other radiating structures have been also reported for the
bandwidth enhancement of microstrip antenna: star-shaped
patch antenna covered frequency range from 4.0 to 8.8GHz
[8]; C-shaped, E-shaped, and U-slot microstrip patch anten-
nas obtained bandwidth of 0.84%, 24%, and 25%, respectively
[9], plus-shaped and cross-shaped slot loaded patch antenna
achieved bandwidth of 53% and 6.49%, respectively [10, 11];
multi-slotted patch antenna reported 27.62% bandwidth [12];
and slot-coupled multilayer radiating element for synthetic
aperture radar application provided bandwidth of 16% band-
width [13].

This paper is highly motivated from the above reported
papers and an antenna radiating structure has been proposed
for achieving the improved bandwidth that can be utilized
for wireless applications. Most of the reported papers in the
literature have achieved gain below 9.0 dBi, whereas the pro-
posed design achieved maximum gain of 9.86 dBi with 30.5%
of bandwidth. The performance of proposed antenna is also
studied as a function of inclination angle “𝛼.” The proposed
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Figure 1: Structure of proposed microstrip patch antenna: (a) top view and (b) side view.

Figure 2: Photograph of the fabricated antenna.

design is optimized using IE3D simulation software which
is based on method of moment. The antenna is simulated,
fabricated, and tested for obtaining the desired performance.
The simulated results are verified with experimental ones that
prove the accuracy of the designed antenna. The details of
proposed antenna are given in the following sections.

2. Antenna Configuration and Analysis

The proposed antenna of dimension (𝐿 × 𝑊) is fabricated
on FR4 substrate with dielectric constant of 4.4. The antenna
consist of a rectangular patch loaded with three notches and
one slot of dimensions (𝐿

𝑛
× 𝑊
𝑛
), (𝐿
𝑃
× 𝑊
𝑃
), (𝐿
𝑞
× 𝑊
𝑞
),

and (𝐿
𝑆
× 𝑊
𝑆
), respectively. The patch is excited via coaxial

feed. The geometry of the patch antenna is shown in Figure 1
and related parameter values are presented in Table 1. The
photograph of the fabricated antenna is shown in Figure 2.

The current distribution of the proposed antenna at
centre frequency is shown in Figure 3. From Figure 3, it is

observed that the maximum current strength is obtained
in the upper portion (tilted portion) of the radiating patch
which follows longer path in comparison to lower portion.
There are four directions of current flowing on the radiating
patch which are responsible for the generation of lower and
higher order of the TM modes. These nearly excited modes
are combined and give wider bandwidth.

3. Results and Discussion

The proposed broadband antenna has been successfully
implemented and tested for its desired performance. The
simulated results are obtained by method of moment-based
simulator, IE3D [14], and its results are experimentally ver-
ified by network analyzer. The detailed information about
designed antenna characteristics is discussed in this section.

Figure 4 shows the frequency versus reflection coefficient
of the proposed antenna. Simulated result of the designed
antenna shows four resonating modes at 1.59GHz, 1.71 GHz,
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Figure 3: Simulated current distribution of the proposed antenna at centre frequency.
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Figure 4: Plot of reflection coefficient with frequency for proposed antenna.
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Figure 5: The variation of reflection coefficient with frequency for the different value of inclination angle “𝛼.”
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Figure 6: The variation of reflection coefficient with frequency for the different value of slot length “𝐿
𝑆
.”
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Figure 7: The variation of reflection coefficient with frequency for the different value of slot width “𝑊
𝑆
.”

1.81 GHz, and 1.98GHz which combine to give broader
bandwidth of 29.6%, whereas the experimental results show
that the four close resonating modes appear at 1.58GHz,
1.69GHz, 1.84GHz, and 2.01 GHz, respectively, gives wider
bandwidth of 30.5%. It is found that the simulated result is
in acceptable agreement with the experimental result. Small
discrepancy occurred between themdue to fabrication losses,
whereas simulated results are taken in ideal conditions.

Figure 5 shows the effect of inclination angle or tilt
angle “𝛼” on the antenna performance. The frequency versus
reflection coefficient curve is plotted for different values of
inclination angle. With decreasing the values of “𝛼” the third
resonance disappears and antenna characteristic changes
from broadband to dual band.The corresponding bandwidth
of the inclination angle also decreases with decreasing the

value of tilt angle. Therefore, it is observed that inclination
angle plays a crucial role in controlling the resonating
frequencies as well as bandwidth of the antenna.

Figure 6 shows the effect of slot lengths “𝐿
𝑆
” on the

antenna performancewhile all other parameters are constant.
The slot length of the antenna varies from 80mm to 88mm
and its effects are studied on the antenna characteristics.
From Figure 6, it is observed that on increasing the value
of slot length resonating frequencies are shifted and their
corresponding reflection coefficients are degraded and after
the value of slot length “𝐿

𝑆
= 84.0mm” the second resonance

totally disappears and antenna characteristics are changed
from broadband to dual band with wider bandwidth.

Figure 7 shows the variation of the reflection coefficient
on changing the value of “𝑊

𝑆
” (width of the slot). From
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Figure 8: Gain of the antenna at various frequencies of operating band.
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Figure 9: Efficiency of the antenna at various frequencies of operating band.

Figure 7, it is observed that on decreasing the slot width from
8.0mm to 4.0mm corresponding bandwidth of the antenna
decreases and decreases the value of reflection coefficients.
On the other hand, when width of the slot increases from
8.0mm to 12.0mm the corresponding bandwidth increases.
The slot width of 12.0mm has not been used for designing
because other values of antenna characteristics are degraded.

The simulated gain and measured gain of the proposed
antenna at various frequencies are shown in Figure 8. From
Figure 8, it is observed that the gain varies from 9.2 dBi to
9.0 dBi over an operating frequency range from 1.56GHz to
2.12GHz. The maximum simulated and measured gain are
found to be 10.1 dBi (at 1.86GHz) and 9.86 dBi (at 1.84GHz),
respectively. The total efficiency of the proposed antenna is
shown in Figure 9. The maximum simulated and measured
efficiency of the antenna are 75.0% and 74.5%, respectively.

The small discrepancy is observed between simulated and
measured results and this is due to design tolerance of the
antenna. These characteristics of an antenna satisfied the
requirement of some wireless communication devices.

The E-plane and H-plane radiation pattern at the centre
frequency are shown in Figure 10. It is found that the antenna
radiates maximum power in broadside direction within the
operating band and the 3 dB beamwidth for E-plane is
calculated to be 55∘, whereas for H-plane it is 45∘. It means
that, at 1.84GHz, antenna radiates most of the power at these
specified beam widths.

4. Conclusion

A broadband patch antenna with improved bandwidth has
been discussed and presented successfully. The designed
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Figure 10: Comparative plot of simulated and measured radiated power versus angle of the proposed antenna.

Table 1: Design parameters of the proposed antenna.

Parameters Value (mm)
𝐿 120.0
𝑊 80.0
ℎ 9.0
𝐿
𝑆

80.0
𝑊
𝑆

8.0
𝐿
𝑡

20.0
𝑊
𝑡

37.0
𝐿
𝑛

5.0
𝑊
𝑛

7.0
𝐿
𝑟

20.0
𝐿
𝑃
, 𝐿
𝑞

52.0
𝑊
𝑃
,𝑊
𝑞

7.0
𝐿
𝑔

16.0
𝐿
𝑢

50.0
𝑊
𝑢

50.0
(𝑥
0
, 𝑦
0
) (13.5, −39.0)

antenna has a wide impedance bandwidth of 30.5% and
creates a maximum radiation in broadside direction with
55∘ beam width for E-plane and 45∘ for H-plane. The wide
bandwidth is afforded by implementing an inclination at the
upper portion of the patch. The effect of inclination angle is
also calculated and it is found that at the angle of 30∘, antenna
characteristics are completely changed from broadband to
dual band. The designed antenna also has a maximum gain
of 9.86 dBi and shows 74.5% efficiency.Hence, the appropriate
position of the discontinuities strongly affects the antenna to
achieve the broadband characteristics.
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